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ABSTRACT

that the pairwise communication between end hosts. In
ICN, information is organized into named Information Objects (IOs) and a name resolution process is responsible for
guiding forwarding decisions based on the names of the requested IOs. This mode of operation enables a series of
desirable features such as in-network caching, multicast and
mobility support, that have motivated substantial research
eﬀorts for the adoption of ICN in the context of the Internet
(e.g., see [25] and references therein).
The applicability of the ICN paradigm at the Internetscale heavily depends on the scalability of the name resolution system (NRS). At this scale, the NRS is required to
support routing and forwarding for the entire IO population
in the Internet, whose sheer size raises signiﬁcant feasibility
concerns. The size of the indexable Web has been estimated
in the order of 1012 web pages [12], while the advent of the
Internet of Things / Internet of Everything, yields an expectation for even up to 50 billion interconnected devices [8].
These estimations have led to diﬀerent projections for the
size of the IO namespace, ranging from 1013 [18] to 1017 [6].
Obviously the actual impact on the NRS heavily depends
on the granularity of the selected naming scheme, which is
yet to reach consensus in the ICN research community1 .
Currently on-going research eﬀorts aim to address this
scalability concern with the use of Bloom ﬁlters (BFs) [3],
under the premise that with a small cost of possible but
rare incorrect content request resolution, the entire system
gains much in terms of scalability and performance. In such
schemes, IO names are inserted into ﬁxed size BFs which are
maintained throughout the inter-domain topology so as to
denote the availability of the corresponding content in neighboring Autonomous Systems (ASes). Using BFs results in
the compact representation of content availability. It is also
expected to lower network traﬃc and lookup overheads i.e.,
only a single operation is required to check IO availability in
a BF, as opposed to a search procedure through the entire
corresponding set of IO names. The cost of these beneﬁts is the possibility of having false positives, in which BF
membership queries erroneously report content availability
leading to a failing name resolution process.
So far, the use of BFs for the support of inter-domain
name resolution schemes in ICN has only been investigated
at a coarse level, largely neglecting the details of the BF
conﬁguration, namely, the size and bits-per-element ratio
of BFs, as well as their impact on both the performance
and the resource requirements of the resulting NRS. In this

The enormous size of the information space raises signiﬁcant concerns regarding the scalability of name resolution in
Information-Centric Networks, especially at a global scale.
Recently, the use of Bloom ﬁlters has been proposed as a
means to achieve a more compact representation of name
resolution state. However, little attention has been paid to
the expected performance or even the feasibility of such an
approach. In this paper, we aim to ﬁll this gap, presenting
a feasibility study and performance analysis of Bloom ﬁlter
based route-by-name inter-domain name resolution schemes.
We propose a methodology for assessing the memory and
processing resource requirements of the considered schemes
and apply it on top of the inter-domain topology. Our investigation reveals that the skewed distribution of state across
the inter-network results in a hard to balance trade-oﬀ between memory and processing resource requirements. We
show that hardly any Bloom ﬁlter conﬁguration i.e., size and
bits-per-element, is able to reduce both types of resource requirements for all Autonomous Systems (ASes) in the network, while lowering resource requirements at one area of
the inter-domain topology inﬂates resource requirements at
another. Detailed simulations further show that the direct
connection of multiple stub networks to tier-1 ASes, results
in a dramatic increase of false positives, questioning the reliability of a BF-based inter-domain name resolution scheme.
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In this paper, we take a conservative approach, assuming
a total population of S = 1013 IO names.
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state-of-the-art in inter-domain name resolution in the context of ICN, motivating the need for the feasibility study presented in this work. Next, in Section 3 we present the Bloom
ﬁlter conﬁguration parameters and their impact on the resulting resource requirements, revealing important conﬁguration trade-oﬀs. In Section 4 we investigate the interplay
between the state distribution across the inter-domain hierarchy and the conﬁguration of BFs, quantifying its impact
on the resulting memory and processing resource requirements across the topology. In Section 5, we further employ
simulations to shed some light on more complicated aspects
of the considered NRSes.

paper, we aim at ﬁlling this gap by delving into the details
of the complex inter-dependent impact factors contributing
to the tradeoﬀs of the resolution system utilizing BFs. Our
study seeks to verify if the exploitation of BFs can actually
fulﬁll its promise on solving the scalability issue of NRS in
ICN. We provide quantitative and illustrative answers to
questions on how small exactly is the price we need to pay
and how much it is the individual ASes and the system as
a whole stand to gain.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst provide a model enabling the assessment of the suitability of a BF conﬁguration in terms of
resource requirements, paying particular attention to the
role of the distribution of name resolution states across the
inter-domain topology. Focusing on the case of a route-byname name resolution model, e.g., [19, 5], we study this
interplay, based on the AS-level Internet graph inferred by
the CAIDA BGP traces [1]. Our study reveals that the
need for a ﬁxed Internet-wide BF conﬁguration results in
considerably diverse resource requirements throughout the
inter-domain topology. Namely, large BFs result in large
volumes of underutilized computational resources for stub
ASes, which constitute the vast majority of ASes in the Internet, since in these domains, BFs tend to be sparse due
to the low number of the registered IOs. On the other
hand, smaller BF sizes substantially increase resource requirements at the higher tiers of the inter-domain hierarchy
for two reasons: (i) smaller BF sizes result in a larger number
of BFs to be looked-up for each name resolution request, (ii)
for a larger number of BFs, a higher number of BF bits-perelement is required to avoid inﬂating the system-wide false
positive ratio. Building on the introduced model and the
CAIDA trace set, we conduct a realistic empirical study on
the selection of an appropriate BF conﬁguration and discuss
the respective costs, gains and tradeoﬀ space.
Furthermore, we complement our investigation with detailed packet-level simulations to shed light on a set of important, but rather complex to model, aspects of the envisioned BF-based NRSes. Namely, we assess the impact of
false positives on the overall NRS performance, across the
Internet. Moreover, we assess the eﬀectiveness of applying
a bin-packing algorithm for the consolidation (i.e., merging) of BFs during state propagation. Finally, we assess the
processing overheads associated with the volume of name
resolution requests across then network.
The ﬁndings of this paper are summarized as follows:

2. BACKGROUND
Research eﬀorts on the support of inter-domain name resolution, largely fall into two basic categories. Lookup-by-name
approaches decouple name resolution from data forwarding
by realizing name resolution as a directory service [6, 17,
15]. In most cases, such solutions rely on Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) in order to perfectly load balance the overheads imposed from the enormous size of the IO namespace,
i.e., memory requirements for name resolution state, processing overheads for lookup operations. However, it has
been shown that such approaches present ineﬃcient routing
due to stretched name resolution paths and inter-domain
routing policy violations [11, 17].
Route-by-name approaches, on the other hand, oﬀer shortest path, BGP-compliant routing. In the classic route-byname approach, DONA [19], each IO is associated with a
principal that can be considered as its owner. The DONA
design involves an overlay of Resolution Handlers (RHs)
with at least one logical RH placed at each AS. The role
of RHs is to register and maintain name resolution state, as
well as to guide the propagation of name resolution requests
until they are resolved. To this end, RHs interconnect following the hierarchical business relationship interconnection
of their ASes, forming a corresponding RH hierarchy. The
RH hierarchy is further enhanced with peering links, i.e.,
RHs of peering domains are also linked in the RH overlay2 .
Principals issue Register messages towards their local
RH(s) to advertise their IO’s to the network. A local RH
propagates a Register message upwards to its providers in
the inter-AS hierarchy and to RHs at peering ASes, thus setting up the name resolution state throughout the network.
The propagation of Register messages terminates at the
top-most AS level, i.e., at tier-1 RHs (see Section 4). ASes
not willing to transit name resolution requests and/or data
do not propagate Register messages received over peering
links. Since tier-1 ASes all peer with each other, each tier-1
AS will be aware of all IOs in the network. The resolution
state at each RH is in the form of <IO name, next hop
RH> pairs, i.e., mappings between advertised IO names and
a pointer to the previous RH in the corresponding Register
propagation path.
Clients (i.e., end hosts) issue name resolution requests in
the form of Find messages submitted to their local RH(s).
Find messages are also propagated upwards via providercustomer links in the domain hierarchy according to the
inter-domain routing policies, but not over peering links.
In the worst case, a Find message has to reach a tier-1 AS

• There is no BF conﬁguration that can lower both memory and processing resource requirements for all AS in
the inter-domain topology, compared to a BF-agnostic
scheme.
• There is no BF conﬁguration that can lower the volume of one type of resources (i.e., memory or processing) without inﬂating the requirements on the other,
either locally or in some other area of the inter-domain
topology.
• The direct connection of multiple stub networks to
tier-1 ASes inﬂates the number of BFs maintained by
the latter, dramatically increasing the rate of false positives.

2
Since peering links introduce cycles in the inter-domain network graph, the topology is not strictly hierarchical.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2 we provide a detailed description of the current
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propagated by participating nodes, so that the overhead of
updating the corresponding name resolution state is controlled. The propagation of BFs and name resolution requests follows the underlying topology, in a fashion similar to
DONA and/or CURLING. We thus term the corresponding
BF-enabled schemes as DONA-BF and CURLING-BF, depending on whether BFs are propagated over peering links.
Though BFs appear as a promising solution towards the
alleviation of the discussed state size related overheads, we
still lack a good understanding of the behaviour of a BFbased NRS. The existence of BF false positives calls for a detailed investigation of the conﬁguration of the BFs, i.e., the
size and bits-per-element, so as to gain insights into the overall performance of a BF-enabled NRS. This includes both the
failure of the system to resolve names and the resulting resource requirements, which are aﬀected by the distribution
of IOs across the Internet i.e., the volume of name resolution state to be represented. In the following section, we
provided a detailed description of a proposed framework for
the evaluation of the considered NRSs.

in order to locate an IO, or determine that no such IO exists. Upon a name match with an RH entry, Find messages
follow the reverse registration path to reach the local RH of
the appropriate principal, which triggers the data transfer.
CURLING [5] follows a similar approach, also adapting
to the inter-domain topology structure for name registration and resolution. However, in CURLING, Content Resolution Servers (CRS)3 propagate registration and resolution
requests only to their provider ASes. In eﬀect, both Register and Find messages follow a subset of the underlying
routing relationships, as they do not cross peering links. As
a result, when a Find request reaches a tier-1 AS, it will
have to be broadcasted to all other tier-1 ASes to guarantee
resolution. CURLING however allows optimizing the data
paths to allow the utilization of peering links in the delivery
of the content itself.
The compliance of name resolution paths to valid BGP
shortest path, in DONA and CURLING, comes at the cost
of non-negligible replication of name resolution states across
the Internet. This results in extensive resource requirements to be satisﬁed by the participating ASes. As shown
in our previous work [18], for a population of S = 1013
IOs, the memory footprint of name resolution state reaches
420 TB. This corresponds to the capacity of an entire small
to medium scale data center, if state is to be maintained
in RAM, e.g., the DONA scheme would require more than
26,000 16GB RAM servers for tier-1 ASes, on average.
These enormous resource requirements have triggered alternative approaches, focusing on a more space-eﬃcient representation of name resolution state. To this end, the use
of Bloom ﬁlters [3] has been proposed in [21, 14]. Liu et al.
proposed the use of Bloom ﬁlters for the representation of
name resolution state [21]. Though promising a signiﬁcant
reduction of the name resolution state size, the presented
scheme employs DHTs in the name resolution process, raising the aforementioned concerns on routing quality. Hong
et al. present an alternative approach, in which name resolution state is disseminated following the inter-domain hierarchy, similarly to DONA and CURLING, thus promising
eﬃcient name resolution paths. All NRS nodes in the interdomain topology use the same set of hash functions to add
the names of IOs of local content providers into globally
ﬁxed size BFs. Each NRS node maintains a name lookup
table that contains the mappings between the IO identiﬁers
registered by CPs in the local domain and the corresponding network locators, i.e., the information required to reach
the content. Additionally, an NRS node maintains a set of
Bloom ﬁlters describing the availability of IOs in customer
and (possibly) peering domains4 . Each NRS node further
creates a BF for the locally registered state and forwards it
to each provider and (possibly) peering domain along with
the BFs received from customer domains. The propagated
BF(s) constitute(s) the union5 of all BFs received from customer domains (along with the entries for locally registered
content). Following [14], we assume BFs being periodically

3. IMPACT OF BF CONFIGURATION
In this section, we discuss the parameters that are available to conﬁgure BFs with, which we can use as “tuning
knobs”, and their related impacts and tradeoﬀs to the system performance and resource requirements.

3.1 Bloom Filter Preliminaries
Bloom ﬁlters (BFs) are probabilistic representations of
sets [3]. A BF is represented as an array of m bits initially set to 0. An element is inserted into a BF with the
help of k hash functions, i.e., each function maps the hash
of the inserted element to a position in the bit array which
is set to 1. To check whether an element belongs to a set,
the k bit array positions indicated by the hash functions are
checked. If an element belongs to a BF, then all k positions
are set to one and the item is found with probability 1. BFs
present a non-zero false positive ratio (R), i.e., a BF may
falsely report the presence of an element. Given the length
of the BF (m), the number of inserted elements (n), and
the number of hash functions (k), R can be calculated as
follows:
R ≈ (1 − e−kn/m )k

(1)

ln2, we
Using the optimal number of hash functions k = m
n
can calculate the bits-per-element ratio for a certain upper
limit of R (deﬁned as Rmax ), i.e.,
lnRmax
m
(2)
=−
n
(ln2)2
Based on Equation 2, we can calculate the maximum number of items that can be inserted in a BF without exceeding
Rmax , for a given value of m, namely the capacity (CBF ) of
the BF. Table 1 summarizes the notation used in this paper.

3
For simplicity, we will use the term RH for both DONA
and CURLING, as RHs and CRSs oﬀer similar functionality
with respect to the aspects investigated.
4
Though not explicitly described in [14], it is assumed that
BFs are maintained per corresponding neighbor, so that a
positive membership query can yield the appropriate forwarding information.
5
Achieved by simply applying the bit-wise OR operation.

3.2 Configuring BFs
The non-zero false positive ratio of BFs has obviously an
impact on the expected correctness of the name resolution
process, i.e., false positives would lead to name resolution
requests forwarded towards areas of the network where the
corresponding content does not exist. Consequently, the design of a global scale NRS should aim at imposing an upper
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Symbol
m
k
n
R
Rmax
Node
Rmax
CBF
S
s
sl
F
M
LO
RL
bNonBF
bBF
p
PT P
PP
PN
N
w
W

Table 1: Notation
Deﬁnition
Size of BF (bits)
Number of hash functions
Number of elements inserted in a BF
False positive ratio
Maximum allowed R per BF
Maximum allowed R per node
BF capacity (under Rmax )
Number of unique IOs in the network
Number of IO registrations at a node
Number of IO registrations in s originating
from local content providers
Number of BFs maintained by a node
State size maintained at a node (bytes)
Number of BF lookups performed at a
node, per single resolution request
Number of resolution requests received
by a node
Byte overhead per plain registration
Byte overhead per BF
Probability an IO is registered at a node
Probability a registered IO is found in the
locally maintained BFs
Probability of a positive (multi-)BF lookup
Probability of a negative (multi-)BF lookup
Number of name resolution nodes
Resource wastage per node
Resource wastage across all N nodes

hierarchy varies. To the best of our knowledge, modelling
the expected performance of bin-packing algorithms with a
variable distribution of item sizes constitutes a research challenge on its own, and it is beyond the scope of this paper.
We revisit the impact of this simpliﬁcation in our model in
Section 5.
Node
Under these assumptions, Rmax
is given by Equation 4,
Node
= 1 − (1 − Rmax )F
Rmax



m = −CBF



s
CBF

ln(1 − (1

1
s

Node
− Rmax
) CBF
2
(ln2)



)

(5)

Since a globally ﬁxed BF conﬁguration is required to guarNode
constraint
antee inter-domain compatibility and the Rmax
applies to all nodes, the selected BF conﬁguration should
satisfy Equation 5 for all s values encountered across the
Internet, even when the maximum possible number of elements is inserted in a BF. In our context, this is the case of
tier-1 ASes, which need to maintain name resolution state
even for the entire set of IOs in the Internet (S), in the
case of DONA (see Section 2). Therefore, we consider the
selection of a BF conﬁguration among the ones satisfying
Equation 5 for s = S.

limit for this impact so as to guarantee a minimum control
on the reliability of the NRS. To this end, in this paper, we
consider such a limit on an NRS node level, i.e., we deﬁne a
global upper limit for the false positive ratio experienced at
Node 6
any NRS node (denoted as Rmax
) .
Node
The experienced Rmax
depends on the number of BFs
used to represent the overall state. The representation of s
items, requires F BFs of capacity CBF ,
F =

(4)

Node
, we need
It follows then that in order to guarantee Rmax
to select the CBF and m values as shown in Equation 5.
In the following, we term these two parameters as the BF
configuration. In practice, and based on Equation 5, we
can deﬁne diﬀerent BF conﬁgurations by simply selecting
Node
diﬀerent CBF capacity values for a ﬁxed Rmax
constraint.

3.3 BF Configuration Tradeoff
There are multiple candidate conﬁgurations satisfying the
Node
Rmax
constraint and the exact selection requires the deﬁnition of the appropriate evaluation metrics. In the following section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the main two evaluation metrics
considered in this work, namely the memory and processing
requirements and then discuss how the BF conﬁguration impacts the system, whereby ﬁnding a Internet-wide optimal
balance is not a trivial issue.


(3)

3.3.1 Memory requirements

Equation 3 expresses the optimal case of a perfect assignment of IO names to BFs. In practice, the total number of
BFs maintained by a NRS node depends on the union (or
merging) operation applied by each node (see Section 2). In
this work we consider this merging process to be enabled by
a bin-packing algorithm in which BFs represent the bins to
be ﬁlled with items in BFs received from customer ASes. All
bins have capacity CBF . Obviously, items in a received BF
can only be merged into a new BF as a whole i.e., either all
items in a received BF or none. Hence, the size of each item
in the bin packing algorithm corresponds to the total number
of items included in the received BF, which can be estimated
or explicitly denoted by an item counter. As the merging
process proceeds throughout the inter-domain hierarchy, received BFs are merged into new ones with increasingly more
items. In eﬀect the distribution of item sizes throughout the

As discussed in Section 1, the use of BFs is originally motivated by the need to constrain the overall state size to a
scalable level (i.e., to reduce the requirements in memory
resources to a level supportable by the current technologies). Here, we consider the case where all name resolution
states are maintained in the main memory (i.e., RAM) so
as to enable fast name resolution. In the context of our
generic DONA-/CURLING-BF NRSs, the total memory requirements at a node hosting s registrations (out of a total
population of S IOs), is given as follows:
M x = bNonBF · sl + bBF · F

(6)

where M is the total state size expressed in bytes, x ∈
{CURLING-BF ,DONA-BF }, sl is the number locally registered IO names i.e., sl < s, bNonBF = 42, is the byte overhead per local state entry7 and bBF = (m + log2 CBF )/8 is
x

6
Node
Note that Rmax
does not represent the overall probability
of a name resolution request failing due to a false positive.
We revisit this issue in Section 5 where we assess this probability with simulations.

7

bNonBF corresponds to a 40 byte object identiﬁer and a 2
byte pointer to the next RH i.e., a bitmap for the node’s
interfaces to the neighboring node[19].
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the byte overhead of each BF, considering the size of the
BF and the overhead of an item counter required to facilitate BF merging (see Section 3.2)8 . Obviously for x ∈
{CURLING ,DONA}, we have:
M x = bNonBF · s

3

m/n

10

(7)

DONA−BF/CURLING−BF

2

10

1

10

3.3.2 Processing overheads

3
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10
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Figure 1: Lower CBF values require more bits-per-element
Node
constraint. Both axes are in logarithmic
to satisfy the Rmax
scale.

Name resolution also incurs processing overheads related
to the search of a IO name in the maintained name resolution
state. The overall overhead depends on the number of BF
lookup operations per received request, denoted here as the
lookup overhead (LO). We approximate this (LOx ), for x ∈
{CURLING ,DONA}, as follows:
LOx = α · log(s) + c

On the one hand, selecting CBF >> s results in considerably sparse BFs. In such cases, the corresponding NRS
nodes under-utilize the memory resources allocated for the
maintenance of the resulting BF. Similarly, the propagation
of such sparse BFs across the inter-domain hierarchy results
in the waste of the corresponding bandwidth. As shown in
[22], a reduction of network traﬃc in the order of 30% could
be theoretically achieved by compression techniques, while
not inﬂating the false positive ratio. However, this neglects
the issue of the excessive demand for memory resources.
These concerns cannot be addressed by merely selecting
low capacity BFs. Selecting CBF << s increases the number of BFs maintained by the node, correspondingly leading
to increased look-up processing overheads (see Equation 9).
Moreover, lower CBF quire a higher number of bits-perNode
element to support the Rmax
constraint. Figure 1 shows
the bits-per-element required for various example CBF values, according to Equation 5. At the same time, the increase
of the bits-per-element ratio, further increases the processing overheads as it corresponds to a higher number of hash
functions to be applied to the IO name included in an incoming name resolution request.
In all, it becomes apparent that for a certain number of IO
names, s, the selection of a BF conﬁguration should strike
a balance between the resulting memory and processing resource requirements. At ﬁrst glance, selecting CBF = s
oﬀers the best compromise between memory and processing
overheads. However, as we show in the following, the need
for a single, globally ﬁxed BF conﬁguration, along with the
highly skewed distribution of state across the inter-domain
topology, render the selection of a BF conﬁguration particularly hard.

(8)

9

where α denotes a positive real number . When BFs are employed, the look-up overhead is aﬀected by the total number of entries maintained by the nodes, which determines
both the probability that an item is registered locally (i.e.,
p = Ss ), and the number of BFs maintained, for a certain
BF conﬁguration. When F > 1 we assume that the maintained BFs are looked-up sequentially. In eﬀect, the number
of look-up operations is further aﬀected by the false positive
ratio i.e., a false positive results in no subsequent BF lookups. Hence, we estimate the expected look-up overhead as
follows:
PP  i
·
iPN
PN i=0
F

LOx = F · PNF +

DONA/CURLING

(9)

for x ∈ {CURLING-BF ,DONA-BF }, with PP denoting the
probability of a positive BF look-up response:
FP
PP = (1 − PT P )Rmax
+ PT P

(10)

where PT P = , is the probability that an existing entry is
located in one of the maintained BFs and PN = 1 − PP .
The overall processing overhead at an NRS node also
depends on the total number of name resolution requests
received by the node, denoted here as the resolution load
(RL). This overhead heavily depends on the structure of
the inter-domain topology, as well as the eﬀect of false positives. Given the complexity of the inter-domain topology
we assess this aspect of processing overheads through simulations in Section 5.
p
F

4. INTERNET-WIDE BF-BASED NRS
In this section, we empirically explore the range of gains
that can be obtained through diﬀerent BF conﬁgurations,
for diﬀerent types of ASes. We engage in a detailed, quantitative study of the distribution of name resolution state in
the inter-domain topology. Our target is to investigate the
identiﬁed interplay between the state distribution and the
BF conﬁguration, quantifying its impact on the resulting
memory and processing resource requirements.

3.3.3 Tuning BF Configuration
Inspecting Equations 6 and 9 shows that the overall resource requirements at each node of the considered BF-based
NRS depend on the number of BFs maintained F , which in
turn depends on the relation between the CBF and the number of IO names, s. It follows that for a given value of s, the
amount of memory and processing resources depends on the
selected BF conﬁguration.

4.1 Methodology

8
To simplify our analysis we neglect data structure overheads. We also do not consider interface pointer overheads,
since BFs are maintained in a distinct set per neighbor.
9
We base this approximation on the O(logn) scalability
properties of search algorithms, assuming that the size of
the IO name space is suﬃciently large to roughly approximate an asymptotic behaviour.

Our study is based on the AS-level Internet graph inferred
by the CAIDA BGP traces10 [1]. We classify the ASes appearing in the CAIDA trace set into four tiers based on the
10

The traces are created by ﬁrst collecting traceroute-like IPlevel topology data from several vantage points in the Inter-
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size of their customer cone, i.e., the total number of their
downstream customers [23]. The four tiers are:

are conﬁgured with only some tens on GB of RAM, constituting a cloud based approach infeasible. Current high end
servers, on the other hand, have only just started reaching
such capacities11 .
At the same time, selecting such large sized BFs raises
concerns about the memory requirements at lower tier ASes
which present substantially lower volumes of IO name registrations (i.e., CBF >> s). We see that in both cases of
DONA-BF and CURLING-BF, large CBF values result in
memory resource requirements that exceed those of plain
DONA and CURLING, thus providing no incentives for the
vast majority of ASes to adopt a BF-based approach. A
closer inspection shows that preserving these incentives across
the inter-domain topology, in terms of memory requirements,
calls for BFs smaller than CBF = 231 , m = 9.86 GB (we demax
note this upper limit as CBF
). For instance, the use of
718.88 KB BFs (i.e., CBF = 105 ) would result in only an
average of approximately 1.95 GB of total memory space
for the BF-based representation of state at stub domains,
in CURLING-BF, against 359.43 GB, for CBF = 1011 , and
11.37 GB when not using BFs.
On the other hand, as demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3,
using multiple, lower size BFs so as to limit the memory requirements of lower tier ASes, increases the number of lookup operations per name resolution request. For instance,
each resolution request reaching a tier-1 AS in DONA-BF,
using CBF = 105 and m = 718.88 KB, would require an
average of 8.39 × 108 BF lookup operations, against a load
in the order of several tens of operations for DONA. This
observation becomes especially important when considering
that a major fraction of name resolution requests are actually served by tier-1 ASes [18]. On a closer inspection,
preserving these incentives across the inter-domain topology, in terms of processing requirements, calls for BF larger
than CBF = 237 , m = 482.75 GB (we denote this lower limit
min
as CBF
).
It follows that a BF conﬁguration lowering both the memmin
ory and processing requirements should fall into the [CBF
max
min
max
.. CBF ] range. However, we observe that CBF > CBF ,
which means there is no single BF conﬁguration that can
yield both lower memory and processing resource requirements for all ASes in the inter-domain topology, compared
to a BF-agnostic scheme.

1. Stub networks, i.e., domains with no more than 4 customer networks, which includes all access networks. As
shown in Table 2, these networks constitute the large
majority (93.38%) of ASes in the Internet,
2. Small ISPs, i.e., small Internet Service Provider ASes
that have a cone size between 5 and 50,
3. Tier-1 ASes, i.e., ASes at the highest level of the hierarchy that do not act as customers for another AS,
4. Large ISPs, a category which includes the remaining
ASes that have a larger cone than small ISPs but are
not tier-1 members.
We parse this graph with a custom, Java-based DONA
/ CURLING simulator which simulates the registration of
IOs across the domains by traversing the appropriate parts
of the graph. We ﬁrst assume that content is uniformly distributed across content providers, which uniformly reside at
the leafs of the inter-domain hierarchy. Table 2 provides
the average and median percentage of total IO entries held
by each AS across all tiers and per tier [18]. We notice
a heavily skewed distribution of state across the topology
tiers. For instance, more than 93% of the ASes are expected
to maintain only up to 0.003% of the total IO entries, in
CURLING, while only a small set of tier-1 ASes are burdened with the entire name resolution state in the Internet,
in the case of DONA. Moreover, by not exchanging state
across peering links, CURLING results in a considerably
lower state overhead, especially at the lower tiers. We next
utilize the derived results to assess the impact of diﬀerent
BF conﬁgurations on the resulting resource requirements.

4.2 Empirical observations
4.2.1 Gains
The heavily skewed distribution of IO entries across the
inter-domain topology, results in a correspondingly skewed
distribution of resource requirements. Figures 2 and 3 show
the memory (M) and processing (LO) resource requirements
of DONA-BF and CURLING-BF schemes, for various BF
conﬁgurations, reaching a maximum CBF = S. The ﬁgures
further illustrate the corresponding requirements of DONA
and CURLING.
As expected, memory requirements are in all cases of CBF
lower for tier-1 ASes, for both DONA-BF and CURLINGBF, against their non-BF counterparts, since CBF < s ≤ S.
In the extreme case of CBF = S, a single 23.96 TB BF would
be required to represent all states at all tiers of the topolNode
ogy, for Rmax
= 10−4 . This corresponds to approximately
94,29% decrease in the size of the maintained state at tier-1
ASes, compared to DONA (90,25% in CURLING). Though
this reduction conﬁrms the initial motivation for employing
BFs, it also questions the practical feasibility of such BF conﬁgurations. Supporting eﬃcient lookup operations for name
resolution requests requires the queried BF(s) to reside in
main memory (instead of storage), leading to limitations by
current hardware capabilities. Typical data center servers

4.2.2 Costs
Since all BF conﬁgurations result in the wastage of resources at some areas of the inter-domain topology, we are
next interested in identifying the extend of the wastage as
well as the areas of the inter-domain topology it aﬀects most.
Our target is to get a better understanding on how much the
various BF conﬁgurations aﬀect the incentives of stakeholders to invest on a BF-based NRS, considering both types of
memory and processing resources simultaneously. Towards
this end, we ﬁrst express the wastage (w) brought to an AS
by a BF conﬁguration for each type of resource compared to
plain DONA or CURLING, as follows:

y
wi,x−BF
= max{0, 1 −

11

net and subsequently identifying the involved ASes from the
traced IP addresses.

yix
x−BF
yi

}

(11)

See for instance: https://www.oracle.com/servers/sparc/m632/index.html
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Figure 2: Comparison of memory and processing overheads between DONA and DONA-BF for diﬀerent BF conﬁgurations
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= 10−4 , S = 1013 ). Here CBF is expressed as a percentage of the total number of IOs in the inter-network. Note that
both axes are in log-scale.
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where y ∈ {M ,LO },x ∈ {DONA,CURLING }, i is the index
of an AS, with i ∈ [1, .., N ], and N denotes the total size of
the AS population. Equation 12 expresses the normalised
total waste of a BF conﬁguration.
N


W =
y

i=1

we notice a substantial wastage of processing resources for
tier-1 ASes, with Large and Small ISPs also being substantially aﬀected in the case of DONA-BF. In all, it becomes
evident that even if a subset of the ASes in the Internet is
willing to tolerate the wastage of some type of resource, over
the other (e.g., Stub networks tolerate some increased processing resource requirements in order to reduce their memory costs in the aforementioned range), still, this would have
a substantial impact in other areas of the network, particularly dis-incentivising the corresponding ASes (e.g., tier-1
ASes). Evidently, this observation renders the selection of a
globally ﬁxed BF conﬁguration infeasible.

y
wi,x−BF

N

(12)

Figure 4 depicts the total wastage W at the various tiers
of the inter-domain topology in the case of DONA-BF and
CURLING-BF. We ﬁrst see that, for both DONA-BF and
CURLING-BF, resource wastage at Stub networks is reduced across both types of resources, for CBF values in the
range of 10−4 to 10−2 % of the total IO catalogue size (S),
e.g., from CBF = 223 , m = 50.63 MB to CBF = 232 ,
m = 19 GB for S = 1013 . This constitutes the vast majority
of the ASes in the Internet, thus motivating the selection of
a BF conﬁguration in this range. Nevertheless, at this range,

5. SIMULATION EVALUATIONS
Though enabling the identiﬁcation and assessment of the
tradeoﬀs emerging in the design and conﬁguration of the
considered BF-based NRS approaches, the methodology employed in the previous section presents some limitations.
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Figure 4: Total wastage observed across the inter-domain topology tiers, for DONA-BF and CURLING-BF.
First, our analysis is based on the simplifying assumption
of a perfect allocation of IO name registrations into BF containers, while the actual number of BFs depends on the
merging process throughout the hierarchy (see Section 3).
Second, the assessment of the processing overheads calls for
a closer look at the actual number of name resolution requests reaching each node. Third, our analysis does not
provide insights on the overall impact of false positives on
the entire inter-domain topology, as it focuses on a per node
Node
upper limit, i.e., Rmax
.
In this section, we address these limitations by resorting
to packet level simulations, which enable the investigation of
the dynamics of the name resolution system and the actual
impact of the complex inter-domain topology structure on
the identiﬁed performance metrics.

vious sections. To this end, we assess the distribution of the
states across the inter-domain topology, along with processing overheads as deﬁned in Section 3.3.3.
State size. Figure 5 shows the average state size for
all considered schemes and various BF conﬁgurations. We
see that the state size varies in a similar pattern to our
analytical model, with large CBF values eventually leading
to state sizes that exceed those observed for plain DONA
and CURLING.
6

State size, M (bytes)

10

5.1 Simulation environment
As the size of inter-domain topology graph presents significant scalability challenges for our simulation environment
(i.e., more than 45K ASes and approximately 200,000 annotated links [1]), we employ scaled-down inter-domain topologies generated by the algorithm proposed by Dimitropoulos
et al. [7], which present a manageable size for our evaluation purposes while maintaining the same properties of the
original CAIDA graph. Speciﬁcally, we employ a topology
of 400 ASes inter-connected with multi-homing and peering
links. On top of this topology, we deploy one RH node per
AS. We neglect intra-domain communication overheads and
focus our study on the eﬀects of the inter-domain topology
structure on the performance of the considered NRSes. In
these scaled-down topologies, we classify the ASes according to their minimum hop-count distance to the top level of
the hierarchy. Finally, we use a synthetic workload which
considers a detailed mixture of various traﬃc types (e.g.,
Web, Video, P2P). For this purpose, we employed the GlobeTraﬀ traﬃc generator tool [16], to generate workload instances with an average IO catalogue size of 79,821 items
and 190,065 resolution requests. Each simulated scenario
consists of two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, the entire catalogue of IOs is registered to the NRS. Then, the entire set
of resolution requests is injected into the network from randomly selected leaf ASes (i.e., ASes with an empty cone).
We consider various values of CBF ranging from CBF = 10
Node
= 10−4 .
to CBF = 105 , and set Rmax
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Figure 5: Average state size (M ) per AS across the interdomain topology.
Processing overheads. Figure 6(a) shows the average
number of lookup operations (LO) per received name resolution request, across all ASes. As previously described, this
metric expresses the processing overheads associated with
each request. As we see, these overheads are directly related
to the BF conﬁguration, presenting a trend corroborating
our analytical model.
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Figure 6: Processing overheads for various CBF values.
In 6(a): average LO per AS across the inter-domain topology. In 6(b): average RL per AS across the inter-domain
topology.
In Figure 6(b), we further show the average total number of name resolution requests received at each AS in the
topology (i.e., RL, see Section 3). We notice that CURLING
presents the highest load among the considered schemes. As
shown in [18], this is because no state is exchanged over

5.2 Results
Based on the described simulation environment, we ﬁrst
validate the methodology and ﬁndings presented in the pre-
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DONA−BF (All)

peering links in CURLING, resulting in name resolution requests being propagated further up in the hierarchy. Both
BF-based schemes present a performance similar to DONA,
with slightly higher overheads in the case of the largest CBF
values. At such values, BFs are sparser and thus present a
lower false positive ratio, thus allowing requests to further
propagate in the inter-domain topology (see also Figure 8).
In all, Figure 6(b) suggests that the BF conﬁguration has
a minor impact on the total number of resolution requests
received by each AS.
BF merging eﬃciency. As mentioned above, our assumption on perfect assignment of IO registrations to BFs
only supports a baseline understanding of the identiﬁed tradeoﬀs. In order to assess the eﬃciency of a realistic merging
process we resort to simulations. In our model we employ
the Best First Decreasing bin-packing algorithm. We consider an oﬄine algorithm since we assume a periodic state
update mechanism (see Section 2).
We measure the eﬃciency of the bin-packing algorithm
with the help of the merging overhead metric, which corresponds to the ratio of the actual number of BFs over the
theoretically optimal F . Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present this
overhead for each inter-domain topology level, for DONABF and CURLING-BF respectively. In both cases, large
CBF values result in considerable overheads at all layers
with the highest impact on Level 1 ASes, i.e., tier-1. A
close inspection of the inter-domain topology structure reveals that this is the direct consequence of a large number
of ASes being directly connected to tier-1 ASes. Speciﬁcally, we observe that approximately 48% of the leaf nodes
in the entire topology are directly connected to some tier1 AS, corresponding to ASes that aim to minimize transit
overheads [20]. This has the eﬀect of multiple BFs arriving directly to tier-1 ASes without having been previously
merged with each other at some intermediate AS. It is noted
that tier-1 ASes do not merge incoming BFs from multiple
customer ASes as this would not allow them to preserve forwarding information.
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same node will deterministically lead to false positives.12 To
further assess the impact of IO popularity on the perceived
false positive ratio, Figure 8 further depicts the observed
values for an alternative workload with a unique request
per IO in the network (denoted as DONA-/CURLING-BF
(Unique)). This removes the eﬀect of repeated false positive
events for the same resolution requests (i.e., the overall rate
of false positive events) and reﬂects the false positive probability. We notice a substantial reduction to values in the
order of 40%, which are still considered impractical.
To further shed some light on this ﬁnding, we inspect the
distribution of the observed false positive events across the
levels of the inter-domain topology. Figures 9(a) and 9(b)
show that in both cases of DONA-BF and CURLING-BF,
the vast majority of false positives takes place at tier-1 ASes.
This is a direct outcome of the observed concentration of
large numbers of BFs at tier-1 ASes from directly attached
Node
leaf ASes. Though the Rmax
constraint is enforced through
the conﬁguration of BFs, the structure of the inter-domain
topology results in a volume of BFs that increases the overall probability of suﬀering a false positive (see Appendix).
Moreover, it must be noted that the overall false probability
ratio is further increased by the multi-hop resolution process
i.e., the false positive ratio at each node has a cumulative
eﬀect.
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Figure 8: Average false positive ratio (R) across the interdomain topology.
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Figure 9: Distribution of average False Positive ratio across
the levels of the inter-domain topology.

Figure 7: Average merging overhead across the inter-domain
topology levels for various CBF values.
Overall False Positive Ratio. Figure 8 shows the overall
false positive ratio observed across the hierarchy, i.e., the
ratio of the total number of name resolution requests that
suﬀered a false positive response, over the entire population of name resolution requests in our workload (denoted as
DONA-/CURLING-BF (All)). Interestingly, we see a considerably high false positive ratio in the order of 90%. To
get a better understanding of this result, we ﬁrst note that,
following widely studied popularity models, our workload included multiple requests for the most popular IOs [16]. This
means that if a request leads to a false positive at a certain
node, then all subsequent requests for the same IO at the

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Promising a compact representation of name resolution
state, BFs have been considered as a potential solution towards the scalability concerns stemming from the enormous
size of the information namespace. In this paper, we have
attempted to shed some light on the properties of BF-based
inter-domain name resolution schemes, focusing on the resulting resource requirements and the interplay between the
12

This assumes that between consecutive name resolution requests, the queried BFs along the name resolution path remain unchanged. We leave this issue for future investigation.
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BF conﬁguration and the distribution of state across the
inter-domain Internet topology. Our ﬁndings show that the
skewed distribution of name resolution state renders the selection of a BF conﬁguration particularly problematic. According to our ﬁndings: (i) it is not possible to select a BF
conﬁguration such that both the memory and processing resource requirements are reduced for all ASes, compared to
BF-agnostic NRSes, (ii) reducing memory resource requirements for the majority of ASes in the Internet, inevitably
inﬂates processing resource requirements at tier-1 ASes, (iii)
the multiplicity of customer-provider routing relationships
between tier-1 and stub networks inﬂates the number of BFs
maintained by the former, dramatically increasing false positives, and thus deteriorating the reliability of the NRS.
These results directly question the feasibility of BF-based
inter-domain NRSes. The resulting resource requirements
lead to a conﬂict of interests in the inter-domain topology
with ASes at diﬀerent tiers presenting contradictory requirements. Even worse, the structure of the inter-domain topology results in inﬂated false positive ratios that question the
reliability of the name resolution process.
In view of these conclusions, the investigation of alternative probabilistic data structures appears as the next step.
To this end, a series of BF enhancements and alternative
structures has been proposed, oﬀering some appealing properties [24]. Scalable BFs [2] and Dynamic BFs [13] target at
dynamically adapting to varying and/or potentially large set
sizes. Counting BFs (CBFs) [10] and d -left CBFs [4] further
enable the deletion of registered items, thus avoiding the periodic update of the entire name resolution state. Finally,
the Cuckoo [9] ﬁlter was recently proposed as a BF alternative presenting lower memory and processing requirements,
while reducing false positive rates.
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APPENDIX
7.

As discussed in Section 5, the direct connection of multiple
leaf ASes to Tier-1 ASes results in the latter maintaining a
large number of BFs, considerably sparse in the case of large
CBF values. In turn the false positive rate at Tier-1 ASes is
inﬂated. This is because for a certain BF conﬁguration and
a certain number of IOs s, the use of multiple sparse BFs
increases the eﬀective false positive ratio compared to fewer
but denser BFs. Considering a positive integer β ∈ Z:
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s < βs ⇔
R(s) < R(βs) ⇔
(1 − R(s))β < (1 − R(βs))β ⇔
1 − (1 − R(s))β > 1 − (1 − R(βs))β > 1 − (1 − R(βs)) ⇔
RNode (s, β) > R(βs)
where R(s) is the false positive ratio of a BF with s elements
inserted and RNode (s, β) is the false positive probability at
a node maintaining β BFs of s elements each.
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